Options Décoration is led by a team of passionate people who imagine and create daily ephemeral places and custom-made decors.

Layout and decoration have become essential elements for the coherence and harmony of reception spaces.

For Options Décoration, each reception is unique whatever the size of your event!
Options Décoration’s project managers are proactive in choosing the scenography and material according to the budget and objectives of the client. Their competences allow them to be performant in every field. Project managers, budget manager, they are the experts of event techniques.

Options Décoration’s infographic and scenography department is in charge of the conception of real atmospheres that will leave a mark on your guests and will provide them with the memory of a creativity that has been able to affect them.
The main objective of Options Décoration’s scenographs is to create the atmosphere of an event production: decor, furniture, lights, sound, floral decoration, Arts of the table. They know how to arrange the space as interior architectures, to help the clients to be projected through the pictures, considering configuration and constraint of the venues such as equipment or furniture.

The challenge sometimes consists of conceptualize and make an event possible in an inappropriate venue.

We have a wide range of furniture and accessories available in various styles and colours. Our scenographers will incorporate the products into your project in order to offer you a personalised design for your event.
Working in a 2000m² workshop, Options Décoration’s carpenters tackle a task to make projects possible. Beyond the simple creation, the team immerses itself in the environment, the architecture and in the culture when it concerns international projects, in order to realise of quality work.

Whatever are the surfaces or the wished result, Options Décoration has the capacity to adapt the products to the material.
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Whatever are the surfaces or the wished result, Options Décoration has the capacity to adapt the products to the material.
The guest’s first look focuses on the reception area. It shows right away the quality of your event.

In a modern or classical trend, carpet path, lighting stands or customised structure, our teams assist you in creating an atmosphere according to your demand.
RECEPTION AREAS

PHOTOCALL

RECEPTION CANOPIES
Options Décoration make the most spectacular venues look even more exquisite for private events by creating areas that are a blend of elegance and style.
Options Décoration creates and imagines your cocktail areas for a corporate or institutional event. Whatever are the venues’ configuration or the event’s theme, our teams realise creative and elegant decors.
Design and construction of sets, layouts and lighting adapted to the decor: we create integrated lounge areas.
LOUNGE AREAS

CREATION OF AN OPEN AIR DISCO AND LOUNGE AREA

LOUNGE FURNITURE

DANCE FLOOR SET UP ON A POOL
EXCEPTIONAL EVENTS
CREATION OF CUSTOMISED FURNITURE

THEES SETTING UP

INSTALLATION OF A PERSONALISED TEMPORARY STRUCTURE.

The conception and design of the whole event.
EXCEPTIONAL EVENTS

Creation and installation of stands, stages, structures and sets.
EXCEPTIONAL EVENTS

SILKSCREEN PRINTED DANCE FLOOR

OUTSIDE STAGING WITH CANDLE HOLDERS ON THE GROUND
Options Décoration creates podiums, stages, backgrounds made to measure for your conventions and fashion shows.
The creation and conception of stands represent a challenge to satisfy the different requirements in terms of image and message. The presentation of the brand and its universe, the provision of conviviality and reception spaces or even the flow are the criteria that Options Décoration is trying hard to combine to create unique atmospheres.
As a scenographer and conceptor of Art exhibitions, Options Décoration works on the optimal enhancement of Art objects. The lighting, conceived and customised supports, and arrangement of exhibition spaces: all these elements participate to an exceptional scenography.
Options Décoration furnishes your outdoor venues with stretch tents available in various sizes.

Our stretch tents can be installed on all types of surfaces (lawns, terraces, beaches...) and on uneven ground.

Guests will be protected from the sun and all weather conditions.
For your cocktail parties and urban soirees, Options Décoration can install custom-made shade sails to cover terraces and rooftops. The light brings a new perspective to the layout.
THE DECO BONUSES

STRETCH TENT

POOL FURNITURE

DUCKBOARD SLAB

EXO LANTERN

ROWAN FURNITURE

THE DECO BONUSES
LOCATIONS AND CONTACT DETAILS

PARIS
Tel : +33 1 34 92 20 00
contact@options-decoration.com

AIX-EN-PROVENCE
Tel : +33 4 86 91 16 64
options.aixenprovence@options.net

BARCELONA
Tel : 00 34 935 72 4041
options.barcelone@options.net

BORDEAUX
Tel : +33 5 56 57 08 89
options.bordeaux@options.net

BOURGES
Tel : +33 2 48 67 09 26
options.bourges@options.net

BRUSSELS
Tel : 00 32 2 34 92 20 00
bruxelles@cdsoptions.be

DIJON
Tel : +33 3 80 28 75 75
options.dijon@options.net

GENEVA
Tel : 00 41 22 796 95 96
options.geneva@options.net

LUXEMBOURG
Tel : 00 35 228 77 87 88
info@options.net

LYON SHOWROOM
Tel : +33 4 78 38 81 75
boutique.lyon@options.net

LYON
Tel : +33 4 78 42 49 64
options.lyon@options.net

MADRID
Tel : 00 34 91 830 34 44
options.madrid@options.net

MONACO
Tel : 00 377 94 55 75 83
options.mc@options.net

NANTES
Tel : +33 2 40 30 30 30
options.nantes@options.net

NICE
Tel : +33 4 92 08 83 00
options.nice@options.net

ORLEANS
Tel : +33 2 38 41 12 96
options.orleans@options.net

PARIS SHOWROOM
Tel : +33 1 42 21 11 00
boutique.paris@options.net

POITIERS
Tel : +33 5 86 84 98 34
options.poitiers@options.net

ROUEN
Tel : +33 2 35 08 38 33
options.rouen@options.net

ST TROPEZ
Tel : +33 4 94 55 75 83
options.saint-tropez@options.net

TOULOUSE
Tel : +33 5 34 25 11 00
options.toulouse@options.net

ZURICH
Tel : 00 41 44 738 20 30
options.zurich@options.net
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Get your decoration projects off the ground!